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ABSTRACT. Through the end of the eighteenth century, Lake Ontario had a large population of Atlantic salmon. However, the salmon population declined precipitously in the first half of the nineteenth century, and the fish had disappeared completely by 1900. This article analyses the responses of both Natives and settlers to initial salmon abundance and subsequent diminution. Although the extirpation of the lake’s salmon is generally attributed to the construction of dams, this article identifies earlier and broader causes of salmon decline. In both Canada and the United States, commercial fishing captured unprecedented numbers of fish while agriculture and deforestation compromised salmon spawning habitat. While primary responsibility for the extirpation rests with the settlers, both Natives and Euro-Americans treated the fish as a commodity. As the salmon dwindled, sportsmen’s groups came to the fore in setting fisheries policy. Sportsmen supported enhanced conservation measures but based their strategy on unrealistic methods for reviving the fish population through pisciculture.

In 1792, the exiled scholar Francis Adrian van der Kemp wrote of the Lake Ontario watershed, ‘Never did I see yet a country, where all kind of fish was so abundant and good’ (Figure 1). As a Dutchman, he spoke with a certain authority on the subject. He took particular note of the abundance of the king of fish, claiming that an ‘Oneida Indian took with his spear, forty-five salmon in one hour’.

1 Van der Kemp went on to make a home for himself in this fishy
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utopia, and he prospered. However, the Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) did not. In 1817, Van der Kemp penned a friendly missive to New York governor DeWitt Clinton. A mere quarter century after his initial observations, he now found occasion to rue the diminution of salmon. He believed the problem was ‘fishing in the improper season’, and he hinted at the grand economic opportunities lost by the failure to recognize salmon’s true commodity value. ‘The Salmon well-smoked’, Van der Kemp told Clinton, ‘would become a gold-mine for that part of the state.’

As the decades passed, more people – Native and European, in Upper Canada and New York – came to share Van der Kemp’s opinion that something had to be done to save the Atlantic salmon of Lake Ontario. Rituals were offered and laws were passed, but to little effect. Despite their documented abundance in 1800, these fish were mostly gone by mid-century. Salmon populations collapsed entirely by 1880, despite a robust effort to stock the lake’s tributaries. Reported salmon sightings or captures grew increasingly rare until the last one in 1898.

---


Why did the salmon disappear so quickly? Many theories were aired and many fingers pointed: blame was cast upon the wastes produced by mills, factories, and farms; deforestation; overfishing; and dams that obstructed the salmon’s passage to the spawning grounds. As the last fish disappeared, most people settled on the latter explanation. However, blaming the dam was attractive because it ascribed culpability narrowly and obscured other, earlier, and more broadly social, causes. The truth was that the Atlantic salmon’s extirpation in Lake Ontario involved not just mill-owners, but farmers, fishermen, merchants, and consumers. Identifying a principal cause obscures the powerful synergistic interaction of multiple factors. Although we idealize the agricultural landscape of North America before the Second Industrial Revolution, we underestimate the environmental impact of its technology and land use practices. The story of Lake Ontario salmon makes this impact visible. Historian Joseph Taylor III’s observation that the story of salmon decline in the Pacific Northwest was both longer and more complex than we realize certainly applies to Lake Ontario. However, unlike the salmon of the Pacific Northwest (or the Atlantic cod, to take another celebrated example), the extirpation of Lake Ontario salmon was achieved with a still-lower level of technology and capital. It was set in motion by the commodification of the fish, but had little to do with canning or refrigeration, hydroelectric dams, or industrial or municipal pollution.

Salmon are a ‘charismatic’ species: they attract disproportionate attention and sympathy. As a result, they illuminate conservationist sentiment brightly. Scholars of the historical environment have nevertheless neglected Lake Ontario’s salmon population. Early US environmental historians have largely


limited their interest to New England. Although the salmon are duly acknowledged as part of the early settlement history of Ontario’s littoral towns, geographer Brian Osborne has observed, ‘Most researchers of Ontario’s settlement history have stood with their backs to the Great Lakes.’

Canadian fisheries historians tend to favour the Maritime provinces, where fish became an economic mainstay. Finally, historians of the Great Lakes and its fisheries have traditionally given Lake Ontario short shrift as a result of its eastern location and relatively small size. The notable exception to this has been historian Margaret Beattie Bogue. Bogue noted that, although Atlantic salmon were not present in the other lakes due to the height of Niagara Falls, the extirpation of Lake Ontario’s salmon ‘foreshadowed the general decline of Great Lakes commercial fishing.’

It also prefigured the rapid diminution of other abundant creatures of land and air. During these years, humans commodified bison and passenger pigeons while simultaneously compromising their habitats, with devastating results. This article treats Lake Ontario as central to the environmental history of the North American continent, rather than a body of water peripheral to two nations.

The salmon that grace the lines of anglers in Lake Ontario today are Pacific transplants. The fish that Van der Kemp saw had originated from the general North Atlantic stock. Most, if not all, of these fish had abandoned the habit of migrating to salt water before returning to their natal streams to spawn. Lake Ontario’s expanse and depth permitted them to dispense with that journey. Lake Ontario’s Atlantic salmon spawned in the gravel beds of cool, rapid-flowing streams. After one to three years (but sometimes more), they went out to the open lake, mingling with salmon from other tributaries for two or more years before returning to spawn. Unlike their Pacific counterparts, some Atlantic salmon can spawn more than once in their lifetimes. Their reported size was equivalent to ocean-going Atlantic salmon: between 15 to 20 pounds, with the largest approximately twice that. In describing Lake Ontario salmon’s size, or the colour or taste of their flesh, most observers downplayed any differences between the lake salmon and those found nearer the ocean.

Salmon returned to the spawning grounds in large numbers in the late spring. Smaller numbers arrived thereafter until the large autumn run
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took place in October–November. Like all salmon, they had a strong homing instinct, returning to their stream of origin and reproducing with the same population. As a result, variations existed among the salmon of different water-courses. As one nineteenth-century observer noted, ‘An experienced fisherman could readily tell from which stream a fish was caught, though they are but four miles apart. In Deer Creek the fish were long and slim, in Grindstone short and chubby, and in Salmon River large and heavy.’

It is impossible to establish the size of this salmon population with precision, but Van der Kemp’s expression of wonder at the plenitude of salmon in 1792 was consistent with more than a century and a half of European writings about Lake Ontario. Earlier European visitors, such as the Jesuit missionaries, had made similar observations. Of course, as historians like W. Jeffrey Bolster have noted, European observers of America defined abundance in relation to the depleted waters of their home continent. Moreover, the numbers they saw did not necessarily represent a stable baseline population. Nevertheless, the variety of witnesses who attested to the presence of a very large salmon population in Lake Ontario establishes the abundance of salmon in the late 1700s. So too does the ubiquity of salmon in the diets of Natives and early settlers.

Salmon are usually associated with Native peoples of the Pacific coast, but the documentary record makes it clear that salmon were very important around Lake Ontario as well. Both Algonquian and Iroquoian peoples harvested the salmon in a manner that was intensive yet sustainable. Major Robert Rogers, observing Native salmon fishing at the Moira River in 1765, wrote, ‘Their method of catching the fish is very extraordinary. One person holds a lighted pine-torch, while a second strikes the fish with a spear.’ Myriad similar descriptions with varying levels of detail exist (Figure 2).

Natives employed other fishing methods as well. In 1793, a party of Frenchmen recorded passing a place where Iroquois fishers deployed nets in a river, enabling them to ‘take thousands of fish as they ascend from the lake or return, at the two fishing seasons’. Weirs were also used. Sometimes the entire community was involved. Pomroy Jones, a settler in central New York, described how the Oneidas prepared for their annual fishing feast by driving a row of stakes across the stream just below the fishing ground, and filling the interstices with brush, so as to entirely prevent the escape of a fish...All being thus made ready, the taking of the fish commenced. The old men, women and children were stationed at the lower obstruction and along the margin of the stream to secure the wounded and dying, while the more effective portion of the party, with spears and sharpened stakes, commenced taking their now-doomed captives.

Native fishers did impose limits on their capture of fish. According to Jones, salmon fishing was permitted only after ‘the leaves on the trees had acquired
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the size of a fox’s ear’. While anthropologist Shepard Krech has argued that Natives hunted with abandon so long as the prey were abundant, the Oneidas’s abiding by this calendrical restriction was not an easy task. The springtime was too early for most vegetable foods, and the deer were quite thin. In any case, since the number of Native Americans in central New York in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries probably did not exceed several thousand, this restraint was sufficient to ensure the continued existence of salmon.

II

The end of the American Revolution released a wave of Euro-American settlement around Lake Ontario. This was initially most pronounced to the south, as New York moved quickly to dispossess the Iroquois Six Nations, most of whom had supported the British during the war. New England was the principal source of immigrants, since depleted soils and population growth had generated significant pressure to leave. Between 1784 and 1815, roughly 100,000 people settled on the New York side of the Lake Ontario watershed. Settlement on the Canadian side was perhaps half that; these were also mostly emigrants from the former thirteen colonies who moved there for political or economic reasons.

Many of the writers who described the region’s fish during this era did so with an eye towards attracting settlers to the region. A 1798 advertisement for a farm on Yonge Street near York (present-day Toronto) pointed to the property’s ‘excellent salmon fishery, large enough to support a number of families, which must be conceived a great advantage in this infant country’. Fish were important, even critical, to frontier immigrants, especially large families. Agriculture would not support them until several months after settlement, and the ability to carry supplies with them was limited. Food shortages in new settlements were both commonplace and life-threatening. Frontier dearths, such as the one that took place when the 1789 wheat harvest failed, were widely reported in the press. Chillingly, in the United States in particular, the news did not spur relief shipments, but instead had the opposite effect: farmers and merchants with grain on hand held on to their stocks all the more tightly in anticipation of higher prices. In British Canada, relief shipments were organized, but often reached their destinations too late to relieve the most significant suffering. Thus, the appeal of salmon to potential frontier settlers was great: it was a food that would come to them in their new homes under its own

17 Jones, Annals, p. 873.
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power, it could be captured relatively easily and safely, and it was more reliable than the charity of their fellows.

For settlers, the salmon represented a gift bestowed by God, a down payment on the rewards they would reap for transforming a landscape they understood as ‘wild’. As such, they felt entitled to partake of it liberally. Although many settlers came from regions in which salmon populations had declined greatly, the plenitude in their new location – and the spectre of their own hunger – obviated any concern about conservation. Writing the pioneer history of his county in the 1840s, Joshua V. H. Clark reported that aged pioneers exhibited ‘great glee’ when relating their exploits in the early days of settlement, such as when they ran salmon into shoals and killed them with pitchforks, clubs, and stones. As historian Alan Taylor has pointed out, this glee was born of fear: fear of starvation, fear of isolation, and fear of wild animals.

The salmon did indeed become a vital supplement to settlers’ diets; the early accounts had not misled. As Pomroy Jones put it, ‘the luscious salmon almost compensated for the deprivation [of livestock]’. Fish were eaten fresh when available but also ‘salted down for winter’s use’. Repetition, preservation, and lack of seasonings undermined the fish’s status as a delicacy, though. As settler John M. Richardson recalled, ‘Some may say if they could get salmon they would live highly – Would they like broiled salt salmon, no butter, no lard?’ However, if Richardson found the salted salmon tiresome, Jones assured his readers that it nevertheless constituted ‘a far more palatable substitute for ‘meat victuals’, than did the salted pigeons substituted by the pioneers of Whitesboro’, a nearby settlement with no fishery.

III

In Upper Canada in the late 1790s, Irish traveller Isaac Weld echoed van der Kemp when he observed ‘that if the fisheries were properly attended to, particularly the salmon fishery, the country would be even more enriched thereby than by the fur trade’. Appropriately, it was the Natives who were the first fish-trade entrepreneurs. The aboriginal fishery had been primarily organized around subsistence, but not exclusively so. Two Seneca women peddling salmon appear in the earliest description of central Iroquoia, dating from the
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mid-1630s. Iroquois and Algonquian fishers purveyed significant quantities of fish to European settlers, freeing the latter to concentrate on the work of clearing the land and building houses. In exchange for fish, settlers offered cash and goods that the Indians desired. Weld noted that Mississauga Ojibwes kept lake towns from Kingston and Niagara ‘well supplied with fish and game, the value of which is estimated by bottles of rum and loaves of bread’. As settlers proliferated and traditional game animals grew scarce, fishing became an even more important part of the Native economy. In New York, Jones recalled that

As late as 1800 salmon were so plenty, that from three to four cents per pound was a fair price, and many were bought of the Indians for a pint to a quart of rum per salmon. They sometimes brought them in baskets on their backs, and when extra plenty, the Indian ponies were used as pack-horses, on which the fish were somewhat fantastically, and quite ingeniously, bound with bark, the back and sides of the beast having been previously covered with branches of the large-leafed basswood sapling. John Grew in 1803 observed that the Natives supplied the tavern where he stayed ‘as well as those in the Neighborhood, with Fish, Indian Corn &c.’. As traditional subsistence regimes were compromised by the arrival of large numbers of Euro-American settlers, Natives increased their fishing activity, both for subsistence and trade.

The elements of indigenous belief systems that restrained the hunt did not prove impossible to overcome. As Krech has noted, Natives’ belief that spirit-beings on another plane of existence could regenerate all creatures obscured the ultimate consequences of increasing exploitation of the fishery. Native peoples did not believe they could extinguish a creature that also existed in the spirit domain. The problem, as they saw it, was to explain properly their legitimate need to the tutelary spirit of the salmon – in Iroquois terms, its ‘grandfather’. Because production was itself a spiritual process, commodification and spirituality were not mutually exclusive. According to Mississauga Ojibwe minister Peter Jones, ‘When the white people began to frequent this place for the purpose of taking the salmon, this munedoo [manitou, spirit] took his departure during a tremendous flood caused by his power, and went down the river
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into Lake Ontario. Jones implied that the salmon could return if it so willed. Whether the manitou had also taken umbrage at the Ojibwes’ own intensified commercial fishery went discreetly unstated.

Jones’s statement also demonstrates that the Natives did not retain a monopoly on fishing – even though they believed themselves entitled to one. In 1790, Mississauga chiefs had protested to British Indian agent John Butler about colonists encroaching on their Credit River fishing grounds. Butler acknowledged their claim and accordingly issued a warning that settlers cease fishing there. However, the government permitted fishing in any other waterway, and some pursued it aggressively for commercial purposes.

On the New York side of the lake, Native fishers were displaced more quickly and emphatically. Good Peter, an Oneida spokesman, recalled in 1792 how the loss of their exclusive rights had come to pass. It had happened rather casually at a meeting with Governor George Clinton about three years earlier. Clinton took a rather perverse pleasure in using the metaphorical speech of Indian diplomacy against the Natives. According to Good Peter, Clinton asked them whether it might not be right for him to throw in a fish hook, into one stream and another as he should pass by; and what he should do in case large fish should appear about his hook – whether he might not thrust his spear into them? [We] answered – By all means, he might have this privilege: but not make a business of it.

New York settlers did indeed ‘make a business of it’, with both spears and seines. In a diary of his 1810 travels in central New York, John Hartshorne Eddy ‘observed some men hawling a net’ with which they had caught forty-seven salmon. Eddy asserted that ‘the liberty which the whites have of hawling the seine in this Lake is a great injustice to the poor Oneida Indians, who own most of the land on its shores, and depend in great measure on its fish for their support’.

IV

Special legal protections testified to salmon’s exalted status and acknowledged that the salmon population was diminishing through human agency. In 1800,

30 John Butler, 16 Oct. 1790, F 47–1-1–6, microfilm MS 1797, Archives of Ontario, Toronto, ON; Firth, Town of York, p. liii.
New York legislators passed a law that banned all ‘obstructions’, including seines and weirs, in several important spawning rivers. The law also mandated that all dams have fishways. Failure to comply would make the owner liable to pay a $200 penalty and result in the dam’s removal as a public nuisance. Although subsequent legislation exempted certain watercourses, it was a promising start. In Upper Canada, the 1807 provincial Act for the Preservation of Salmon imposed a general ban on nets and weirs in the populous Home and Newcastle districts.33

That these laws did not have their desired effect is suggested by the general thrust of subsequent legislation on both sides of the lake, which was to progressively (if incrementally and with occasional reversals) expand protection of the fish. Although some laws weakened protections, most lengthened the closed season, added watercourses, or prohibited specific fishing practices. In 1810, the Upper Canada law was amended to impose a closed season between 25 October and 1 January and to prohibit the taking of salmon within a hundred yards of a dam or mill. That same year, New York passed a law prohibiting fishing in Wood Creek and Fish Creek in October and November. Indians were exempted – but only if they used less efficient hooks and lines. In April of 1813, the state outlawed all seines and nets ‘across said rivers or creeks below where the salmon are found, so as to prevent the usual course of the salmon from going up the said rivers or creeks’. Hooks, lines, and spears were still permitted, as well as seines and nets that did not completely span the river. In a separate statute, the state barred the use of seines and nets at the mouths of rivers leading into Lake Ontario, although it also permitted dams with fish passages to be erected on Salmon River.34

Writing his letter to the governor in 1817, Van der Kemp obviously thought something still more was required, and the 1818 ‘Act to preserve the salmon fishery in certain waters’ may have reflected his influence. In addition to barring nets or other obstructions near the mouth of the Salmon River for the entire period between 1 August and 1 November, it prohibited nets, seines, and weirs in Oneida Lake and its tributaries between 15 May and 1 December, and limited fishing with spears ‘or other implements’ to three days a week during those months as well. Violations of the above laws generally

33 ‘An act for the preservation of the salmon in certain rivers’ (28 Mar. 1800), New York session laws, ch. 74; ‘An act to repeal, so much of ‘An act...as relates to the little Salmon-River’ (6 Apr. 1807), New York session laws, ch. 140; ‘An act for the preservation of SALMON’, Upper Canada statutes, Geo. III, 1807, ch. 12.

34 ‘An act to extend the provisions of “An act for the preservation of SALMON”’, Upper Canada statutes, Geo. III, 1810, ch. 3; ‘An act for the preservation of the salmon in Fish Creek and Wood Creek’ (23 Mar. 1810), New York session laws, ch. 86; ‘An act relative to the fisheries of certain waters’ (5 Apr. 1813), ch. 62, repeated the proscription against obstructions. ‘An act declaring certain waters to be public highways’ (2 Apr. 1813), ch. 47; Bogue, Fishing, pp. 176–7.
carried a fine of $25. In Canada, the salmon law was amended in 1823 to prohibit the purchase of salmon from Indians in certain locales. Why did these regulations fail to halt, or probably even slow, the salmon’s extirpation? First, they were difficult to enforce unless the law-breaker was caught in the act. Dead fish told few tales. It was not always easy to say how or where a fish had been caught, let alone on what day of the week. Secondly, in both New York and Upper Canada, enforcement was left to people whose only incentive to report a violation was a percentage of the fine collected. The ability of many fishermen to pay that fine was doubtful, and would-be whistleblowers may well have considered good relations with their neighbours to be more valuable than the cash reward. Moreover, in New York, fisheries laws could be – and were – suspended for up to three years by local courts of common pleas.

V

Another reason why laws on both sides of the border proved ineffective was that they ignored the contribution of land-extensive agriculture to the salmon’s decline. North Americans of the time were aware that a wholesale transformation of the landscape had negative implications for aquatic life. An avid angler and amateur naturalist, Governor DeWitt Clinton, observed in 1815, ‘The cultivation of the country has had a prodigious effect in producing this diminution’ of fish. He continued,

The cutting down of trees, the drying up of swamps, marshes, the ploughing of land, and the exposure of the soil to the influence of the sun, have lessened these sources of subsistence. The streams and rivers have also been diminished in size, some of them have been entirely dried up. The fountains and springs which furnished cool retreats for the deposite of their spawn, are destroyed. The alluvial deposits have also choked up their ancient places of resort, have discoloured the waters, and rendered them disagreeable and unhealthy, and they have thus been expelled from their former domains.

Modern science has little to add to Clinton’s assessment. But even if the effects of plough agriculture were understood clearly enough, the will to blunt agricultural settlement’s impact was limited. While fishermen might be made to change their practices, regulating the ways of farmers to benefit the fish was

35 ‘An act to preserve the salmon fishery in certain waters’ (3 Apr. 1818), New York session laws; Bogue, Fishing, p. 178.
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politically unthinkable. As a means of securing a livelihood, fishing was considered morally suspect, whereas farming was hallowed.39

Chief among the threats to salmon was deforestation. According to the 1845 state census, 25,000 acres had been ‘improved’ along the sixteen miles of the Salmon River inhabited by salmon. Since lands adjacent to waterways were the first ones cleared, the waters’ exposure to sunlight increased immediately, eliminating hiding places and shade, raising temperature, diminishing oxygen levels, and ultimately lowering volume through evaporation. Deforestation also reduced the insect life that juvenile salmon depended upon for food. Clearing the land of trees also meant that soil dried more quickly and found its way into waterways in greater quantities.40

Absence of trees was not the only problem; what the settlers did to those trees also harmed the salmon. Especially at the outset of their farm-building endeavours, cash-poor Euro-American families eagerly transformed troublesome trees into valuable, easily exported commodities like potash and pearlash. Wood ashes supplied important alkali used in the manufacture of gunpowder, glass, medicine, soap, and textiles. Alkaline substances were rare in Europe in the early nineteenth century, so the entire area surrounding Lake Ontario quickly became a key supplier to British industry. The by-products of ash production – most notably lime refuse – were toxic to fish and were disposed of in the water.41 According to an 1836 gazetteer, Oswego County, NY, which was prime salmon habitat, had sixteen asheries in operation. There were also twenty-eight tanneries. Tanneries used the bark of hemlock to produce tannin-rich liquids known in the industry as ‘ooze’ or ‘liquor’. Hides were soaked in giant vats to turn them into leather. Lime and sulfuric acid were also used in the process, all of which were released into the waterways.42

39 As a New York canal engineer put the matter with respect to eel fishermen, ‘this employment is not of the brilliant national use, which is attached to agriculture’, but ‘deprive them of this resource, and they will not become husbandmen; they will remain what they were – fishermen, or become something worse’. Carol Sheriff, The artificial river: the Erie Canal and the paradox of progress, 1817–1862 (New York, NY, 1996), p. 39; John T. Cumbler, Reasonable use: the people, the environment, and the state: New England, 1790–1930 (New York, NY, 2001), pp. 13, 15.
And then there were the mills. In 1842, Scarborough, near York, had 2,750 inhabitants, one grist mill, and eighteen saw mills. By 1850, the number of mills had risen to twenty-three. Scarborough was nevertheless a laggard compared to other towns in its district, where the number of sawmills alone went from 200 to over 300 during that decade. In 1836, Oswego County had 175. Still primarily local in nature, the nascent lumber industry used the waterways for transportation to mills and markets. Accumulations of logs affected water flow, and sawmills that cut the lumber for local use generated huge quantities of sawdust, which were disposed of in the water. Sawdust would cover the gravel in which salmon placed their eggs. It also killed many insects they consumed as food.

The dams that powered the mills that sawed the timber and ground the farmers’ flour constituted one of the most obvious conflicts between the interests of fish and agricultural society. In his 1813 *Gazetteer of the state of New York*, Horatio Spafford commented that the town of Richland has many ‘streams that abound with fish of various kinds, and supply an abundance of mill-seats’. The Don River at York had been described in similar terms, as ‘abounding with Trout, Bass, Salmon & many other excellent fish & having a descent sufficient for working all sorts of Mills’. Salmon benefited from the high oxygen levels of fast-running streams, but that velocity was precisely what made watercourses desirable for erecting mills and building dams. Good mill-seats and good fishing were a combination that lured settlers, but they operated at cross-purposes if not managed carefully. Dams were built to harness water flow to power mills for grinding barley, corn, and oats and, of course, to saw wood. However, by slowing and polluting the streams, they rendered them less amenable to the salmon.

Early mills were modest affairs. Initially, many did not even span the waterway, but simply diverted some of the water into a raceway in order to turn a wheel more efficiently. Some dams could be opened and closed for periodic operation. Nevertheless, dams posed several problems for migrating salmon.

First and foremost, of course, even though some salmon could leap twelve feet in the air, dams might prevent weaker fish from reaching their spawning grounds. According to an engineer’s description of a mill dam on the Humber River in 1797, fish were unable to surmount the dam and were also getting caught in the mill wheel. Dams also acted as weirs, facilitating the capture of fish. Finally, even if salmon managed to pass over a dam, they could become disoriented by the warm, motionless, and sometimes putrid artificial ponds that dams created (Figure 3).

New York’s 1800 anti-obstruction statute had mandated apertures to permit fish passage. Upper Canada lacked any fishway statute until 1828, although one had been proposed nine years earlier. However, the laws were apparently not enforced, and even when fishways were present, they were often ineffective because the mechanics of fish jumping were poorly understood. For example, fish required water of a certain depth, but the laws were silent on that point. Samuel Strickland observed in the early 1850s that around Cobourg there were still many salmon but ‘the fishing is not nearly so productive as formerly’. He opined that ‘the erection of saw-mills on the creeks, and other causes, have tended materially to injure the fisheries’ all along the lake’s north shore. Likewise, in 1860, French’s Gazetteer observed of Salmon River, ‘Before the dams were built upon the river, great numbers of salmon were annually taken.’

Compared to New England, legal and physical challenges to dams for damaging fisheries were muted. In the landmark 1819 New York case People v. Platt, which pertained to the salmon in Saranac River and Lake Champlain, the Supreme Court of Judicature upheld a landowner’s unrestricted right to erect a dam in waters not navigable by any but small boats. The court recognized


48 Journal of the House of Assembly of Upper Canada session, 1825–1826, pp. 94–5; ‘An act to provide for the construction of aprons to mill dams’, Upper Canada statutes, 9 Geo. IV., c. 4 (1828); Annual report of the commissioners of fish and fisheries of the state of New York (1809), pp. 18–20, 26–7.

49 Major Strickland, Twenty-seven years in Canada West, or, the experience of an early settler, ed. Agnes Strickland (2 vols., London, 1853), 1, p. 76; J. H. French, Gazetteer of the state of New York (Syracuse, NY, 1860), p. 520 n. 4.

no fishing commons to protect. Even if a dam destroyed a salmon population, as Platt’s did, it could not be declared a nuisance.\textsuperscript{51} The court’s decision was a harbinger of a larger trend in nineteenth-century United States water law in which rights to fish were suppressed in favour of entrepreneurial uses of water. In Canada, a more conservative judiciary moved more slowly in this direction, but this did not translate into the stronger enforcement of laws mandating fish passages or restricting fishing.\textsuperscript{52}

And if mill dams were able to withstand their critics, canal dams were even more impervious. In 1824, a delegation of Oneidas visited the governor of New York to complain about a sixteen-foot dam being erected on the Oswego River. They asked for it to be lowered to twelve feet so that the salmon would be able to pass. Both the governor and surveyor-general suggested the legislature might pay reparations to the Oneidas for their lost fishing, but accommodating the fish was out of the question. As was explained to them, ‘the State is building canals and must have water’. The Oneidas were correct in predicting the dam’s effect: the tributary waters whose salmon populations were extinguished included Fish Creek, Wood Creek, Oneida Creek, and Oneida Lake.\textsuperscript{53}

VII

Canals did more than interfere with salmon migration. They advanced greatly the commercialization of fish by bringing many more people to the region
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and facilitating the shipment of barrels of fish to markets near and far. Work had begun on the Erie Canal in 1817. By November of 1823, *Niles’ Weekly Register* reported 3,500 pounds of fresh salmon passing through Utica in a single week. Three years later, the *Farmer’s Journal* reported that in New York City ‘about five hundred weight of fresh salmon, from Lake Ontario, was sold...at 25 to 30 cents per pound. They were conveyed to this city via the Erie Canal, packed in ice, and in fine order.’

That the latter report appeared in an Upper Canadian newspaper reflected the emerging international market in fish; in addition to supplying the growing city of Toronto, fishermen on the Canadian side of the lake were exporting their catch to the United States via schooner and, later, steamboat.

As the Canal Era unfolded, competition over fish generated conflict. In 1820, landowner Jonathan Hooker had fisherman Jeremiah Cummings prosecuted for trespass for taking salmon, pike, trout, and eels from the waters adjacent to his property on Salmon River. Cummings argued that he was merely exercising a traditional right to fish common waters, but the court, citing English common law, decided that the public right of fishing ended where tidal action did. As the 1824 edition of Spafford’s *Gazetteer* noted, a lot had been at stake: the salmon fisheries there were ‘of no mean consideration as a business likely to increase’. The state court’s decision steered the benefits of that business away from independent fishermen and toward landowners. The latter responded with alacrity; they bought spears and skiffs and organized themselves into companies to catch and market the fish. According to the recollection of one fisherman, B. E. Ingersoll, ‘as much as two miles of shore were operated by some companies’. In 1832, the fishery provided these landowners with a net annual profit of $4,000. Another fisherman recalled having ‘fifteen hundred fresh Salmon in the fish-house at one time’.

However, the *Hooker* decision did not end conflict over the fishery. Upstream landowners distrusted their counterparts nearer the river’s mouth who might take a disproportionate number of fish, and they sought laws to prevent the raising of ‘impassable obstructions’. All the river’s landowners despised persons who used nets and seines to catch fish at the river’s mouth. The landowners complained of newcomers who rented nets, and described them as ‘vagrants’.

Conflict also erupted over the use of weirs. Ingersoll recalled that

54 *Niles’ Weekly Register* (Baltimore, MD), 29 Nov. 1823; *Farmer’s Journal and Welland Canal Intelligencer* (St Catharines, ON), 11 Oct. 1826, p. 3. I thank Janet Larkin for bringing this source to my attention.


57 Report of the select committee on the petition of sundry inhabitants of the town of Richland, 15 Mar. 1833, *Documents of the Assembly of the state of New-York* (4 vols., Albany, NY, 1833), IV, doc. 242, p. 3. Ultimately, the state legislature permitted the use of seines and...
rival fishermen often tore out the weirs of their neighbors, and the existence of a weir intact was only secured by vigilance day and night: and even among those who operated weirs they were not very popular, as a great many small fish were sacrificed for which there was no use. After the fish began to grow scarce, the use of weirs was entirely discontinued.

To protect the fishery, landowners also instituted their own conservation regime. Ingersoll recalled that fishing was limited to alternate nights, although he did not specify how long this remained in effect. The enforcement of local or informal conservation rules protecting a property right in fish appears to have been more robust than of state laws protecting a fishing commons. However, neither proved sufficient to reverse the decline in salmon populations.

On the northern shore of the lake, conflict continued to take the form of competition between Native and non-Native fishers. In 1825, the Mississauga Ojibwes sent a protest to the lieutenant governor. ‘We have always considered ourselves the owners of this [the Credit River and fishery], they asserted, and they asked him to reimpose an exclusive fishing zone. To maximize the chances for a favourable official response, the Mississaugas described their white competitors as belonging to an ‘inferior class’, who did not just destroy their fish, but also their morals, by ‘introduc[ing] all manner of evil amongst us’. Accepting a share of responsibility for the conservation of the fish, the Mississaugas proposed to refrain from fishing on Saturdays and Sundays, and to cease commercial fishing activity after the tenth of November. They repeated this request the following year, adding the complaint that ‘the white people… scatter the offals of the Fish into the Mouth of the River to prevent the passage of the Salmon up the stream’. In March 1829, the parliament of Upper Canada disavowed the behaviour of ‘idle and dissolute fishermen’ and granted the Mississaugas control of the fishery. This law had an important loophole in that it allowed whites to fish in the river with Mississauga permission, which could be obtained through dubious means. The law also had a sunset provision that caused it to expire in 1834.

nets at the river’s mouth, but not in the months of September and October. ‘An Act to amend “An act relative to the fishery in the county of Oswego”’ (15 Apr. 1833), New York session laws, ch. 155.
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In the 1830s, the harvesting of salmon began to spread beyond the spawning rivers. Seth Green of Rochester recalled the arrival from Scotland of the first pound net sometime after 1836. Green described it as ‘a curious contrivance’ that was operated under great secrecy. Pound nets were set out in the lake, and took advantage of the fact that fish swam in straight lines to guide them into a central holding area from which they were unlikely to escape. Then in his late teens or early twenties, Green secured a job working the new apparatus, which he eventually replicated and used to launch himself into a wildly successful career as a fish merchant. The nets had to be secured to the bottom of the lake and the pounds emptied, so they required larger, broader boats with shallow draft. This represented another quantum leap in capital investment. Green noted that he ‘dressed tons of salmon’ and that ‘after five years, only a few salmon were left’ in the lake.62 A decline in salmon was unmistakable, and was most marked in the inshore fisheries along the southern and western parts of the lake. By mid-century, Salmon River was the only remaining spawning area on the New York side of the lake. On the Canadian side, only Wilmot Creek and Grafton remained productive.63

Pound nets required a lake bottom soft enough to accommodate stakes, so fish in rockier and deeper waters remained unmolested. Before the end of the 1830s, however, fishermen armed with gill nets took to those waters, increasingly in sailboats. In a petition for official recognition, the fishermen of Wolfe Island, near the lake’s eastern end, stated they had ‘erected Houses and other Conveniences for the Salmon Fishery on Pigeon Island a barren rock of about Four Acres’. Fishermen also began utilizing larger seines; in addition, nets made by fishermen’s wives were over time replaced with ones imported from Scotland and manufactured by machine (Figure 4).64

By the late 1850s, railroads cinched the lake, further facilitating the transportation of the catch to Montreal, New York City, and elsewhere. Canadian and American fishermen were thus incentivized to venture still farther into the lake with larger and larger nets. By this point, the salmon had been reduced to a collateral catch, albeit a welcome one, in the hunt for the more-numerous whitefish and lake herring. The last report of a significant salmon harvest came in 1856, when the superintendent of fisheries of Upper Canada reported 300,000 salmon landed at Port Credit, and several thousand 200-pound barrels elsewhere

---

in the province. Even then, however, the report’s author observed that the salmon population was greatly diminished from earlier decades. He lamented ‘the loss – the calamity, I may say, – which we have sustained in the destruction of this noble fish’. Lake Ontario salmon were still advertised for sale in Syracuse as late as 1865, but their numbers were falling dramatically.65

VIII

Conditions on the spawning rivers and streams worsened from a variety of causes in the second half of the nineteenth century. Some of these represented

---

the extension of earlier transformations. According to a resident of Webster, NY, interviewed in 1894, ‘The great trouble is the deposit of silt that comes down from the creeks.’ New York fisherman Charles Learned and others noted that ‘the country [around Salmon River] is being cleared up so that there is not so much water as formerly in the streams in the latter part of the season’. Wetlands represented critical habitat for juvenile salmon, but were filled to increase the availability of arable land, improve navigation, and diminish the prevalence of disease. Surgeon William Henry Smith’s 1851 *Canada: past, present, and future* catalogued numerous important marshes on the western side of the lake, many of which would soon be diminished or cease to exist entirely.  

Lumber-based mill activity also expanded in this heavily forested region. Around mid-century, wood pulp replaced rags and straw as the principal ingredients in paper. Paper mills were in operation in three counties on the western side of the lake by 1880, and paper production was even more robust on the American side. By the end of the century, there were eleven mills in Jefferson County, NY, alone. Creating paper from wood pulp involved boiling wood in caustic alkali liquid and hypochlorites. One local observed that the Black River, which had previously supported a salmon run, ‘is contaminated by refuse, from paper mills situated not far from its mouth, and the acid used is said to kill pike, bass, and other fish’. One local attributed the decline in salmon in Salmon River to ‘the mills and factories – especially the book-board mill at Pulaski’ that ‘throw the refuse into the river’. Proliferating industrial operations – ranging from the manufacture of iron to furniture to carriages to textiles – also demanded larger dams.

Other developments also made the salmon’s survival more precarious. Readings taken at Toronto showed an increase in average summer air temperature from 65°F at mid-century to 67°F by century’s end. This increase was doubtless more pronounced at Toronto because of deforestation and urban development, but the entire lake was warming as the Little Ice Age drew to a close. While water temperatures in most streams remained within the tolerable range for vulnerable juveniles, higher temperatures meant less oxygen for the already-stressed fish. The remaining salmon also faced a new threat in the form of a temperate climate warming on Great Lakes Basin fishes’, *Journal of Salmon in Lake Ontario*.

---


new fish in the lake: the alewife. The presence of alewives in the watershed was undocumented prior to 1873, but by 1890 it had become its most numerous fish. Although alewives were preyed upon by many fishes, alewife consumption has been linked to a thiamine deficiency that is devastating to Atlantic salmon fertility in particular.70

IX

Commercial fishermen’s complaints about dwindling salmon stocks remained muted so long as other commercial species remained viable.71 Fishermen understood that remedial legislation would take the form of regulations aimed at their activities but not those of farmers or manufacturers. However, after mid-century, a new, noisy constituency of citizens with a deep interest in fish emerged, and the politics of salmon legislation changed dramatically. For people of leisure, accelerating urbanization and industrialization heightened the romantic appeal of angling. As one essay published in both Canada and the United States put it, angling was an antidote to the city: it took a man ‘far enough from the busy haunts of his fellows to get rid of the foul atmosphere too often engendered, morally and physically, by their herding together’.72 Sport fishing increased on both sides of the lake as elites discovered the regenerative power of nature.


Elite sport-fishermen entered the fisheries debate with great éclat. Reflecting on New York’s failure to protect wildlife, influential sportsman, writer, and editor Henry William Herbert in 1866 stated that it was ‘impossible to feel anything but contempt for such unutterable blockheadism’. Two years later, Thaddeus Norris opined that ‘our utter disregard for the bounties of nature…and our inordinate rage for internal improvements, have caused our state governments rather to legislate for the extinction than the protection and continuance of the finer species of migratory fishes’. Norris concluded, ‘These are not the natural consequences of civilization and progress…but rather of barbarism and reckless improvidence’. By ‘barbarism and reckless improvidence’, Norris meant commercial and even subsistence fishing, which sportsmen regarded as the wasteful activities of indolent ne’er-do-wells. Elites extolled angling but excoriated ongoing net, seine, and spearfishing as unsporting and unsustainable. Sportsmen thus urged legislators and courts to consider public enlightenment and tourism as uses that they should value and protect. In Canada, sportsmen lent critical support to the passage of the 1857 and 1858 Fisheries Acts. In New York, in order to get the legislature to pass new laws and enforce existing ones, prominent sportsmen pushed for the creation of a standing fish commission. Two sportsmen, ex-governor and presidential candidate Horatio Seymour and attorney Robert Barnwell Roosevelt (uncle of Theodore), were among the first commissioners in 1868. Commercial fishermen retorted that the anglers were, in fact, the wasteful ones, since they took fish for sport and show, rather than for food. But the legislators ignored the fishermen and passed laws further restricting the catch. The fishermen in turn ignored the legislators, flouting their laws.

With Lake Ontario’s Atlantic salmon ebbing into oblivion, the sportsmen confidently heralded a bright, new, pink-orange dawn, a world of salmon abundance. This miracle, they claimed, would be brought about through
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pisciculture, the science of fish breeding and rearing. In 1857, New York state senator John Ferndon declared, ‘It will be as easy to stock…appropriate streams in our State with salmon as your fine pastures with cattle.’ Lake Ontario became the epicentre of North American fish breeding. Samuel Wilmot of Newcastle, Upper Canada, was the most prominent pisciculturist of his day. As one salmon stream after another had been extinguished, Wilmot had been moved to save the population that still existed in the creek that bore his family’s name. In 1866, after several years of experimentation, he had started a hatchery. His early success in producing hatchlings by the tens of thousands – and then actual adult salmon – brought government support to expand his operation, and encouraged others to follow suit. Hatcheries built on Wilmot’s model were established in Atlantic Canada and New England.

Wilmot’s most notable American counterpart was none other than Seth Green, the Rochester fish baron of pound-net infamy. Green had remade himself in the 1860s into a fish breeding guru, and won great influence among scientists and sportsmen. With fish commissioner Roosevelt, he co-authored Fish hatching and fish catching in 1879. In the book’s introduction, they offered a typically modest assessment of the enterprise of fish hatching: ‘success…has swept away fear and hesitation, and experience may now be said to have fully confirmed the highest hopes of the most sanguine’. These hopes proved illusory. A mere two years later, Wilmot declared, ‘I cannot disguise from myself that the time is now gone by forever for the growth of salmon and speckled trout in the frontier streams of Ontario.’ His salmon had vanished. Wilmot’s success during the 1870s had probably been amplified by unusually high rainfall. While some wild fish species were successfully propagated using artificial means, pisciculture had many failures, including the Atlantic salmon.

For the duration of the nineteenth century, people all around Lake Ontario had understood that the salmon population was dwindling as a result of fishing and land use practices and economic development. The salmon had been extinguished as a result of changes that were both wide and deep. Despite a desire for the continued existence of Atlantic salmon in the lake, the economic and social rewards of destroying both the salmon and their habitat proved irresistible. Legislation amounted to half-measures that were generally ignored. With the end of the salmon in sight, Euro-Americans made the same manoeuvre Natives had some decades before. Although they were under far less pressure to harvest fish and enjoyed much more control over their circumstances than the Natives, Euro-Americans understood that successful remedial action would still have been economically and culturally disruptive. A more appealing option was to be delivered from the consequences of their actions through the intervention of beneficent, powerful others possessed of the ability to regenerate the salmon *ad infinitum*. Indigenous ritualists had failed to produce resurgent runs of wild Atlantic salmon in the first half of the century. The manitous and grandfather spirits had remained unmoved. Now it was the turn of the pisciculturists and their vaunted hatchery boxes. The results, however, were the same.

pisciculture effort, see Anders Halverson, *An entirely synthetic fish: how rainbow trout beguiled America and overran the world* (New Haven, CT, 2011).